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INTRODUCTION

Ingrown toenail is a widespread affection and a frequent 
reason for consultation in dermatology. It leads to 
economic losses, affecting quality of  life, sporting and 
work activities.

Most cases require surgical management in the form of 
lateral partial nail avulsion of the ingrowing edge.  Several 
surgical and non-surgical methods have been described 
for treating ingrown nails. however, a simple avulsion is 
associated with high chances of recurrence [1].

Lateral matricectomy is essential to the management of 
ingrown toenail. Many methods can be used to destroy 
the lateral matrix, this may be achieved by surgical, or 
more commonly, a chemical destruction. Phenol and 
sodium hydroxide are commonly used agents but both 

are frequently linked to excessive healing times [2,3]. 
Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) is an analogue of acetic 
acid. It is a well-known caustic agent extensively used 
in dermatology, mainly in cosmetic peelings. It causes 
coagulative necrosis of cells through wide protein 
denaturation and resultant structural cell death. It can 
be also used in the treatment of ingrown nail, with less 
postoperative drainage; however, long-term efficacy 
data are lacking [4].

We conducted a prospective, comparative trial of the 
long-term efficacy of chemical matricectomy using 
phenol and TCA; as well as to compare the healing 
times and postoperative morbidity associated with the 
two agents. To our knowledge, this is the first study 
comparing these two methods.

ABSTRACT

Background: The ingrown toenail results from a painful conflict between the nail plate and the adjacent soft parts. 
Material and methods: We conducted a prospective, comparative trial of the long-term efficacy of two methods: 
phenolization (88%) and matricolysis by trichloroacetic acid (TCA) (100%).  Adult, consenting patients with ingrown 
toenails were alternately allocated into two treatment, to receive either 88% phenol or 100% TCA chemical matricectomy. 
The patients as well as the statistician were blinded to the agent being used. Post-procedure follow-up evaluated median 
duration of pain, discharge, and healing along with recurrence, if any, in both the groups. The group wise data was 
statistically analyzed. Results: On comparing the two groups, pain lasted 9.34 days in the TCA group and 18.62 days 
in the phenol group, this difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.202).  The tissue condition took 9.30 days 
to normalize in the the TCA group, while it took 17.63 days to normalize in the phenol group. This difference was 
found to be statistically significant (P < 0.007). The aesthetic result and the cost of the care were similar in the 2 
groups. Conclusion: Chemical matricectomy using TCA is as efficacious as phenolisation, with the advantage of faster 
tissue normalization.
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METHODS

The trial protocol was approved by the Institutional 
Ethical Committee of the Hassan II University 
Hospital.  Patients, aged between 18 and 60 years, 
presenting to our dermatology department with a 
clinical diagnosis of an ingrown toenail were included. 
Patients with significant peripheral arterial disease, 
known allergy to agents being used, severe systemic 
disease, or conditions associated with delayed wound 
healing (e.g., uncontrolled diabetes mellitus) were 
excluded from the study.

Informed, written consent of all participants was taken 
prior to enrolment.

Predisposing factors were evaluated at the first visit: 
excessive curvature of the nail plate, toe rotation, thin 
nails, heavy nail folds, hyperhidrosis, bad nail clipping 
and the regular use of constricting footwear. Suitable 
antibiotic therapy was used in cases of infection.

The affected toe and foot were evaluated at baseline for 
the stage and type of ingrown toenail and the condition 
of the nail structures using the following criteria: Stage 
1 was defined as the presence of only mild erythema 
or edema, with pain on applying pressure, Stage 2 as 
significant erythema or edema with sero-purulent 
drainage from the affected nail fold and Stage 3 as 
significant drainage, formation of granulation and 
lateral wall hypertrophy [2]. At baseline, a potassium 
hydroxide (KOH) mount of the nail clipping was 
examined to rule out fungal infection for all patients 
with nail thickening, distal onycholysis, or subungual 
debris. Only mycologically negative cases were included 
in the study.

All included patients were asked to grade their pain on 
a visual analog scale (VAS) of 0 to 10 (0 being no pain 
and 10 being unbearable pain). The patients were then 
allocated alternately to the two treatment groups in the 
order in which they joined the study. Group 1 patients 
were treated with 88% phenol chemical matricectomy 
while Group 2 patients received 100% TCA application. 
The allocation was done by the nursing assistant not 
otherwise involved in the study. The corresponding 
solution (phenol or TCA) was provided to the operator.

The surgical procedure consisted of digital block to 
anesthetize the digit, exsanguination and tourniquet 
application to assist hemostasis followed by partial 
avulsion of the lateral nail plate to remove the full 

length of the ingrown nail plate sliver. The lateral 
tunnel created was then curetted to remove any 
granulation tissue/crust if present.

Chemical matricectomy was then done with the 
appropriate agent (as per group allocation). It was 
provided by the operating assistant onto a cotton tipped 
applicator, which was vigorously rubbed onto the lateral 
horn of the nail matrix. The application time used for 
both the agents was 2 min. Care was taken to prevent 
contact with surrounding structures as this could 
cause more extensive damage than intended and delay 
wound healing. Following this, the excess solution was 
neutralized.

The operated toe was then dressed with a paraffin 
gauze and bandage. Patients were instructed to rest the 
foot for the rest of the day and keep it in an elevated 
position. Analgesics were advised to be taken only 
when required and patients were asked to record their 
use. Dressings with topical antibiotics were used in all 
patients.

After their operations, all patients were examined at 
the 72-hour mark to evaluate drainage or potential 
complications of the surgical technique (such as 
hemorrhage, infection, pain or necrosis). At that point, 
patients measured pre-operatory and post- operatory 
(24 and 72 hours) pain using a visual analogic scale 
(from 1 to 10). Patients were then examined on day 
30 (1 month), day 180 (6 months), day 270 (9 months) 
and day 360 (1 year), after surgery. During each visit, 
the wounded area was checked and any complication 
or sign of recurrence was noted. Bacterial cultures from 
the nail bed were  taken in case of clinical suspicion of 
infection, if present, was appropriately treated.

A photographic record of each visit was maintained.

RESULTS

The study flow is outlined in (Fig. 1). SPSS version 20.0 
was used to analyze the data.

A total of 120 patients were included in the study 
protocol (Fig. 1).

From the potential contributing factors for the disease 
that were assessed, we found that 55% had an excessive 
trimming of the lateral nail plate, 38% suffered from 
plantar hyperhidrosis,and 35% showed heavy lateral nail 
folds., 29% regularly used constricting footwear, 25% 
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had thin nails, 17% an excessive curvature of the nail 
plate and 09% a rotation of the toe (Table 1).

A baseline assessment of the two treatment groups is 
shown in (Table 1). It can be seen that both the groups 
were comparable with respect to their demographic 
characteristics and disease severity.

The intended outcome measures for the two groups are 
compared in (Table 2). On comparing the two groups, 
pain lasted 9.34 days in the TCA group and 18.62 days 
in the phenol group, this difference was not statistically 
significant (P = 0.202). The tissue condition took 
9.30 days to normalize in the the TCA group, while 
it took 17.63 days to normalize in the phenol group. 
This difference was found to be statistically significant 
(P < 0.007).

Treatment was successful in all the treated patients 
of both the groups with resolution of all symptoms 
caused by the ingrown nails as noted in serial clinical 
photographs of patients from both groups.Four patients 

each in both groups were found to have secondary 
infection with bacteriological cultures showing 
Staphylococcus aureus. All the eight patients responded 
to standard courses of anti-staphylococcal antibiotics.

However, the rate of redicive was not related to the 
agent of matricolysis but was associated with the way 
of cutting the nails. No other side effects were recorded 
in any of the treatment groups.

And finally, the aesthetic result and the cost of the care 
were similar in the 2 groups.

DISCUSSION

Ingrown toenail is one of the most common painful nail 
conditions presenting to a dermatologist. It is a result of 
the lateral edge of the nail plate getting embedded in 
the nail fold (where it acts as a foreign body) resulting in 
a cascade of inflammation, infection and the reparative 
process [2,5].

The condition most commonly involves the great toes 
and mainly affects young adults [6], as was seen in 
our study, where the average age was 27 and 25.9 years 
in both the groups. This may be related to increased 
chances of sustaining minor trauma to the feet owing to 
an active lifestyle. Rarely, elderly individuals or infants 
may be affected. There is no consensus on the choice 
of treatment for ingrown toenails.

Surgical management is the mainstay of treatment 
as conservative methods have a low rate of success in 
the long run [1].The standard surgical approach for 
the management of an ingrown toenail is avulsion 
of the nail plate with destruction of the underlying 
matrix [5,6]. The matrix destruction should be selective 
to minimize damage to the surrounding normal 
structures, but at the same time it must be complete 
and reliable to prevent recurrences [7].

Selective matricectomy can be performed using surgical 
or chemical methods. Chemical matricectomy uses 
various chemical agents to destroy the lateral nail matrix.

Among these, phenol is the most common agent used 
in most clinics. It is an effective protein denaturant 
which shows its cauterizing effect by producing a 
coagulation necrosis in the matrix and the surrounding 
soft tissue [8,10]. It has been widely studied and 
is reported to be more effective at preventing 
symptomatic recurrences (recurrence rates ranging 

Figure 1: The study protocol.

Table 1: Baseline assessment of both treatment groups
Baseline characterictic Group 0 : TCA Group 1 : Phenol
Total number of patients(N) 60 60

Sexe ratio : Male / Female 39/21 37/23

Mean age (in years ) 27 25,9

Severity of ingrown toenail

Stage 1 08 08

Stage 2 19 17

Stage 3 33 35

Mean duration of complaints 
(in months)

5,2 9,3

Table 2 : Predisposing factors gor the ingrown nail
Excessive trimming of the lateral nail plate 55%

Plantar hyperhidrosis 38%

Heavy lateral nail folds 35%

Use of constricting foot wear 29%

Thin nails 25%

Excessive curvature of the nail pla te 17%

Rotation of the toe 09%
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from 1% to 9.6%) as compared to nail avulsion alone 
(42-83%) [1,11]. However, due to the prolonged 
healing time of necrosed tissue, it carries an increased 
risk of postoperative infection [1]. The post-operative 
discharge generally lasts for about 2-4 weeks but may 
continue for up to 6 weeks [2]. In addition, phenol 
is contraindicated in those with moderate or severe 
vascular disease of the foot, conditions predisposing 
to delayed wound healing, allergy to the chemical and 
in pregnancy [12,13].

In recent years, matricectomy with sodium hydroxide 
has been found to be as effective as phenol matricectomy, 
with shorter healing periods and a lower risk of local or 
systemic toxicity [3,14-16]. Sodium hydroxide causes 
less  burns and liquefaction necrosis, resulting in less 
postoperative drainage and faster healing. However 
prolonged application of can cause excessive damage 
due to slowly progressing liquefaction necrosis [17].

Trichloroacetic acid is one of the most commonly 
used agents for chemical peeling. Depending on the 
concentration, it achieves superficial to medium 
depth chemical peeling. It is a caustic chemical 
agent that causes coagulation necrosis, like phenol. It 
produces both epidermal and dermal necrosis and then 
neutralizes by itself without serious systemic toxicity. 
In a recent study, Kim et al. performed chemical 
matricectomy with 100% TCA in 25 patients with 
ingrowing toenail edges, and reported that the success 
rate was 95%. They reported that adverse effects such 
as postoperative pain, drainage and infection were mild; 
postoperative drainage generally decreased within one 
week and did not last more than two weeks [15].

Other methods used are surgical matricectomy and ablative 
methods such as carbon dioxide laser [15,17], electrocautery 
and radiofrequency [18-20]. The latter techniques 
are more technically demanding and more expensive 
compared with chemical matricectomy, and hence not 
used as commonly.

Previous studies have compared sodium hydroxide and 
phenol but had differing results [2,14]. However we 
didn’t find any study comparing TCA to Phenol. Our 
study shows that: the two techniques studied allow 
good results in terms of recidivism and aesthetic result. 
On the other hand one can obtain a faster cicatrization 
and avoid the patients the postoperative oozing by 
using the TCA.

CONCLUSION

The TCA method is also fast, easy to perform, and 
with less postoperative oozing with faster healing. 
The destruction by TCA is therefore considered as a 
technique of choice and allows good aesthetic results 
with a low recurrence rate as evidenced by our study. To 
our knowledge, this is the first study comparing these 
two methods, and other studies are needed to confirm 
our results and to adopt this technique of matricolysis.

Statement of Human and Animal Rights

All procedures followed were in accordance with the 
ethical standards of the responsible committee on 
human experimentation (institutional and national) and 
with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008.

Statement of Informed Consent

Informed consent was obtained from all patients for 
being included in the study.
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